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Marriage brings emotional security.
But is a lifelong bondformed at the
expense ofpassion? We explore
the ups (and downs) of...
by Sabrina Rogers-Anderson
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t|Q^ It's 7:30 on

Saturday morning
and Geoff is already
gulping down his
^ ' '
second coffee,
helping his wife Lisa get the kids
dressed, checking his emails and
trying to answer his phone. Lisa
is taking Savannah, three, and
Thomas, 14 months, to the park
while Geoff dashes off to work
to finish an important report.
"We live in constant chaos,"
laughs Geoff. " I love every minute
of it, but it never stops." The
37-year-old Sydney accountant
admits that trying to raise two
young children and keep up the
hectic pace at work took a toll on
their sex life for a while.
"Every night, before we knew
it, we were crashing in bed, totally
exhausted," says Geoff. "We'd
barely said a word to each other
that didn't have to do with the kids
or bills that had to be paid or some
other administrative detail. Sex?
It was practically non-existent.
I wanted to fix it, to feel closer to
Lisa and have sex more often, but
I just didn't know how."
Geoff's story is a common one
among Australian couples.
According to a survey conducted
by the Australian Research Centre
in Sex, Health & Society in 2011,
only 46 per cent of men and 58 per
cent of women were satisfied with
the frequency at which they had
sex. Men aged 35 to 44 reported
being the least satisfied, and both
men and women who were
dissatisfied with the frequency
of their sexual encounters were
also more likely to express lower
relationship satisfaction.
This last finding comes as no
surprise to relationship counsellor
and sex therapist Desiree
Spierings, director of Sexual
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married man

SPICE UP YOUR
SEX LIFE

K9r
Whether you never
seem to find time
or your sex life has
become as stale as last
week's pizza, these
tips w i l l help you make
it exciting again.

I Prioritise intimacy

Place sex at the
top of your to-do
list. Who cares if the
ironing isn't done?
When you're basking
i n the afterglow of
a sexy romp, it w o n ' t
seem as important.

2

Create
opportunities

Make sure you go to
bed at the same time,
wake up a little earlier
in the morning or have
a shower together. If
you're afraid the kids
w i l l w a l k i n on you,
put a lock on the door.
Explain that w h e n the
door is locked, M u m
and Dad are having
grown-up time and
they'll be out soon.

3lWake;

date

If spontaneous sex
just isn't happening,
plan a sexy night in.
Drop the kids off at a
friend's house, slip on
something sexy and
break out a bottle of
wine. Just because you
planned ahead doesn't
mean it w i l l be boring.
In fact, anticipation is
part of the excitement.
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Asking him to
try something
different might
turn out to be
a turn on

4

Try something
new.
Instead of going
through the same old
movements, try having
sex in a new position or
a new location such as
the shower or kitchen.
You can also watch an
adult movie together
or use sex toys like
a vibrator, a blindfold
or handcuffs. Perhaps
a striptease or a little
role-playing would get
you going? Whatever
breaks you out of
your routine and
turns you on.

Health Australia. "It's important
for couples to maintain a healthy
and satisfying sex life because,
although it may not seem that
important when things are
working well in the bedroom,
it suddenly becomes very
important when they aren't,"
she says. "This can lead to other
problems in the relationship,
which can be damaging. For
example, sexual difficulties can
cause communication problems,
fights and frustrations, feeling
less attractive, desired or loved,
and so on."
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Overcoming obstacles
together

Don't forget
to have fun.
Our stressful daily lives
can get us so woundup that we forget to
relax and have a laugh
- especially in the
bedroom! Remember
that sex is supposed to
be fun, so try to leave
your worries behind
you and be playful.
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So how can couples work through
difficulties in order to achieve the
kind of sex life that would make
their friends blush with envy?
Like with many other
relationship issues, the key is
communication. "Don't exclude
your partner and make them
guess what's going on," says
Desiree. "This often happens
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because we're ashamed. But when
your partner is left to guess what's
going on, the story becomes much
worse in their mind and they're
actually relieved to hear the truth.
"For example, if a man is
suffering from erectile difficulties,
he may avoid any sexual situation
and won't tell his partner why. She
then thinks it's because he's not
attracted to her any longer, he's
having an affair or he's gay.
This is often far from the truth."
When Geoff finally confronted
Lisa after they hadn't had sex in
three months, they had a massive
argument. But when they both
calmed down, they were able to
be honest with each other about
what they really wanted.
"Lisa told me she was too tired
to have sex at night after looking
after the kids all day," says Geoff.
"She also explained that she was
embarrassed by the little tummy
she hadn't managed to lose after
the kids and that she didn't always
feel sexy.
I told her I'd be happy to set
my alarm 20 minutes early in the
morning to have some intimate
time and I started to make more
of an effort to make her feel sexy.
Now I compliment her more often
and I often cook a nice meal on
Friday nights while she puts her
feet up. Our sex life has improved
exponentially. We have sex three
times a week on average and we
feel closer than ever."
If you've tried to have open
and honest discussions with your
partner about the sexual issues in
your relationship but you feel that
you haven't been able to resolve
them, a relationship counsellor
or sex therapist might be able to
help. Search online to find a
qualified professional in your area.

Dealing with dysfunction
Twenty-five per cent of all
Australian men report erectile
dysfunction. While it affects only
8.4 per cent of men aged 30-39,
that figure jumps to 51.5 per cent
in men aged 60-69.
Fortunately, there are many
treatment options depending on
the cause of erectile dysfunction:
• In certain cases, lifestyle
changes such as weight loss and
reducing the use of alcohol,
drugs and cigarettes can solve
the problem.
• If testosterone levels are too
low, testosterone replacement
therapy can help.
• If anxiety or depression is at the
root of the issue, psychotherapy
and/or anti-depressant
medication might resolve it.
• The most common treatment
option is a class of drugs known
as PDE-5 inhibitors, such as
Cialis, Levitra and Viagra. They
cause the blood vessels in the
penis to dilate and help an
erection occur.
• If these drugs don't work, other
treatments include injections
into the base of the penis,
vacuum erection devices
(pumps) and penile prostheses.
If you've been experiencing
erectile dysfunction, talk to your
doctor about your options. -

